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Smart Ruler® Inventor To Visit The Library 

The library will be hosting Max Peña, inventor of 

the Smart Ruler®, on Saturday, September 14, 

2013, at 10:00 a.m.  This is the second time Mr. 

Peña will  be presenting the Smart Ruler® at the 

library.  Mr. Peña is a native of Kingsville and 

currently lives in Corpus Christi, Texas.  He is an  

educator with over 25 years of experience as a 

math tutor.  During the presentation, Mr. Peña will 

talk about his experiences as a computer teacher at 

Hamlin Middle School in Corpus Christi.  He will 

also discuss what inspired him to create this ruler.  

The Smart Ruler® is an innovative math tool that can help individuals overcome the challenges 

they face with everday arithmetic problems.  Mr. Peña will demonstrate how the Smart Ruler® 

works and the different techniques that can be used to solve various calculations.  The Smart 

Ruler® can be utilized as an alternative to a calculator.  It can benefit any individual tackling 

basic or higher-level mathematic skills.   Everyone is welcome to attend this educational 

presentation and learn how to rule over those math problems. 

See The Universe At The Children’s Department 

The Children’s Department has a new look with 

the completion of an outer space theme.  Since the 

beginning of June, the library has been steadily 

adding outer space visuals to the Children’s 

Department to give children, parents, and visitors 

an imaginative view of the universe.  The theme 

was selected to inspire children to explore science 

and space.  Library Assistants Amanda Cruz and 

Krystin Torres have been designing and building 

educational mobiles from scratch.  The solar 

system display has come to life as the first piece 

was installed.  The three-dimensional mobile of the solar system includes planets, stars, and 

asteroids.  The planets are hung in their proper positions as they appear in our galaxy.  The 

second segment of outer space is a galactic alphabet.  This segment encourages children to learn 

their ABCs, as well as to read.  The alphabet has space characters, rockets, and planets 

representing each letter.    Patrons have complimented the staff on the new look.   Children are in 

awe when they first see the solar system display, and enjoy pointing out the various planets to 

family and friends.  Additional galactic visuals are being planned as the universe expands.  

Everyone is welcome to come by to experience the library’s “out of this world” children’s area. 


